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GRAND MASTER SEX CHANGE  HASH FLASH RAW LIVER  
RELIGIOUS ADVISOR JUST CLACKER  HASH TRASH 

ANYONE/ SEX 
CHANGE  

HARE RAISER JAKE THE PEG  HASH SONGSTRESS FLOWER 0408 706641 

HASH CASH SMOOTH RIDE 0422 805565 HASH RECYCLER OVERPROOF  
HASH BOOZE 

TITUS/ 
CHEESECAKE 

 HASH NERD BIGFOOT  
HASH CAT’S PISS STRUQ FUQ     

 

Run 2304 Illegally Blonde doesn’t do Richard: 
Dog distraught! 

Dog, Lawnton 

Twas Brillig and the slithey toves 
Did gyre and gymble in the wabe……. 
 
Okay, too highbrow for BNH3, but there was a f*&*)%$ loud dog next door to dog that interrupted 
proceedings all evening, probably sniffing the sumptuous feast that we always get at the Doghouse. 
 
A funny thing happened on the way to the forum, but more about that later. Suffice to say that we 
have welcomed Illegally Blonde into our ranks. The former ‘Just sandra’ metamorphosing at the 
verbal ripostes of the GM and RA. 
 
So, I have no idea what the run was like, as I was too lazy, or actually too stiff, to take part. 
Nevertheless, Cheesy, making his second coming as SmoothRide’s alter ego, amiably told me that it 
was 7.82km and that he had ridden 100+km the day before. Thanks smoothie, em, I mean Cheesy! 
Some says there was litter on the trail, others suggested that it was unmarked and that the cavalier 
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quartet of Figjam, B1, Ned and Cheesy had to do much marking themselves. In either case, all 
seemed happy with the result on what was a balmy 20C night. Thus all was good. 
 
Onto the circle and with Clacker and Overproof chasing cows instead of their beloved, and Clacker 
wanting to play the ‘key in the bowl’ partner-swap game of the 80s, the stage was set for some 
ribaldry, and hopefully didn’t disappoint. The highlight, or lowlight, as she was on her knees at the 
time, was the inauguration of Illegally Blonde. She was almost named ‘Doesn’t do Dick’ on account 
of the fact that she is a lawyer and Dog’s name is Richard. However, humour and humility prevailed 
and, as she seems to reprise Reece Witherspoon in the film of the similar name, ended up as Illegally 
Blonde (I’m sure its natural- Ed!). 
 
Pounder made a return due to the demise of BeetaRoot’s father, a sad but predictable event in hash 
unfortunately. Singapore Sling  woke up long enough to try to charge the Gm and RA and was 
promptly reverse charged for not reading the hash gear. Struq Fuq was humping the footpath, and 
Vampire wished to sit down in the circle, the poor petal! 
 
Its always great to see that hash puts the fun in ‘fundamentally debauched’. Circle over and on to 
the meat, pumpkin, spuds and green beans, followed by a very realistic photo of Dog on a birthday 
cake (nice one Illegally Blonde). 
 

Reports  

Run Report- Ned- 7/10 (FFS, can you not give such high scores, its embarrassing and not 
hashlike, otherwise someone will think it was a good run!) 
 
Walk Report- Struq Fuq- humping pavements was clearly to his taste as he scored it 2.5/10 
 

Visitors/ Returnees 
Pounda-the newly minted GM of Top End Hash and Gravel rash Hash, was in town to support 
BeetaRoot. When one GM drinks, all GMs drink, so joined by Flower and Sex Change 

 
 

Charges 
Clacker- Playing wife-swap game with his keys. All we needed was a disco ball to set the tone 

 
Vampire- complaining about long circles as her knees get sore 
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Struq Fuq – getting intimate with the footpath 
while demonstrating horizontal dancing to an 
unsuspecting Harriette 
 
Tail- trying to charge Dog for something which was 
promptly reversed but included dog anyway as one 
cant drink alone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dog- Littering the trail with bits of gyprock 
Overproof and Clacker – desperately chasing bovines as an alternative to significant others. 

Overproof – remarkable lack of sympathy 
shown while camping as he use the rainwater 
that leaked into Yackety and Clacker’s  tent to 
make coffee (great ingenuity I say) 
 
Yackety and Clacker  for having a leaky tent 
 

Singapore Sling- false charging the Gm and RA for 
not wearing hash gear. Joined by ET 
Dog- stupidity for something. Its almost axiomatic! 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Awards 
Shut the F***-up shirt- from B1 to Overproof 
Big p*&(%- Ryvita to struqFuq 
 
Two dicks- Overproof to B1 as he just f*&^%$ 
up 
 

Announcements 
• Nil of interest 
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Birthday’s/ Anniversaries 
• Dog – reaching another Dog year and celebrated in style by Illegally Blonde 

 
 

 

 

 

Next Week’s Run 

2305- Wrong way and Long Time Coming- 
66/15 Miller’s Boulevard, Lawnton  

 

Run No Date Location Hare(s) 

2305 05.09.22 66/15 Millers Boulevard, Lawnton Wrong Way 

2306 12.09.22 Brighton/Sandgate Struq Fuq 

2307 19.09.22 Dragonly Park, Warner Yackety and Clacker 

2308 26.09.22 42 Sheehan Street, Kallangur Chunda 

2309 03.10.22 Queens Birthday, Run starts 1600 Jake the Peg and Snakecharmer 

  Other events  

 21.10.2022 Camping weekend Heartstarter 

  Founders Run To and From 

 


